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About This Game

The core feature of ViSP is the unrestricted building mechanic. By dragging blocks out of one another, you can freely create
complex, intertwined structures filling the whole room!
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Your goal is to connect your space port to all the monuments floating around you in space, to gather their energy and find other
cores scattered in the galaxy.

In order to do that, you need to manage your resources, form patterns out of blocks to create special modules and build
defensive structures to protect your station against enemies.

ViSP is a fresh approach for a VR building game, with all game mechanics tailored towards a unique roomscale VR experience.
The game is simple and intuitive at its core, but gets increasingly complex the further the player advances and offers a large

creative freedom.
Lose yourself in the calm and fascinating atmosphere and let your creativity flow while constructing an aesthetic and complex

spaceport spanning the whole room!
On the other hand, you need to react quickly and build up your station strategically to defend it against incoming threats, while

always keeping an eye on your resource counter!
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ViSP is developed by Visper Games, a team of two Game Design students from Berlin. It started off about two years ago, as a
small game jam project at university. The development was an exciting ride for us since and now we‘re glad to finally release

our first commercial game!

We‘re happy to receive any kind of feedback, so feel free to contact us! We’ll do our best to respond to your messages quickly
and to fix any problems that may occur. :)
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Visper Games
Publisher:
Visper Games
Release Date: 28 Feb, 2019
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Everyone remembers a time when Games were 8 to 16 bit, and were unforgivingly brutal.

I recommend you pick up this game, as it fits the price and has some challenge at the end.. Super fun side-shooter, reminds me
of my glory days playing Super R-Type. So many custom weapon options, really enjoying it.. Took me a while to learn how to
play this, but i'm glad i gave it a chance.

I wouldn't recommend buying this if you have bad eyesight though, the text is blurry due to some sort of graphics bug, so it can
be hard to read at times, even if you have 20/20 vision.

Few crashes here and there, no where near as many as i expected though. Seems to happen randomly when clicking on a
building that loads up an interaction screen. but only on occasions.

Having a great time building ships and leasing them out to pirates :) Trading goods whilst raking in money from renting my
residential properties in the meantime :)

A solid 8/10. Great little gem; minimalistic - but unique - graphics, great soundtrack, quite challenging. No, No, No, No and
NO. Gredy mothafackers. Wasn\u00b4t enough having 2 nice games?
Why remove single player from a nice game? The game is fun, but it seems a big scam.
Always asking for money to buy chips and gold coins to buy hats\/clothes\/badges.
You have facked up. I hate those developers. First EA, then BUGSOFT, now you.
I sincerely hope that your company bankrupt and you become homeless.
Piece of shiit mothafackers.

(I purposely wrote it wrong to avoid censorship). so goooooooood!. This game seems awesome but I cannot recommend it until
you are able to play with a controller and a keyboard. Currently the controller is controlling the same player as the keyboard.
Please fix this issue and I will definitely recommend.
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It's still a bit buggy, barely tolerable, but the in-game visuals make it up for those bugs.. Endless, quality content. When you
finally think "ok, this is fun, i get a grip of this game now" you realize you're already 20 hours in and it feels like the game just
started - and it's true!
60 hours in, you think you beat the game aaaaaand... you're just halfway through.
And then when you actually beat the game, an enormous amount of content opens its doors for you and you get to witness the
sometimes frustrating yet always super rewarding endgame content! -with fun and interesting collaborations with other games.

I almost refunded this because i thought it was just way too clunky and repetitive, but the variety of monsters and the 14
different weapons, all with unique and interesting movesets, managed to make me stick to it, and here i am now, wishing i had
gotten into this series waaay earlier. Mind you, there will be some \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665t and
frustrating moments, some of which will be due to connection issues, but overall, amazing game! 9\/10. a simple puzzle game
with a lot of similarities with hook; push that button, pull that hook without sticking somewhere.. I bought this game because
people from my school made it and i thought it would be kinda tacky, but wow. I'm extremely impressed. Spooked within the
first hour. Soundtrack is great. Wow wow wow.. Aesthetically beautiful. Great storyline thus far and quirky personalities for
each character. Now if I can just figure out how to get rid of these ridiculous lagspikes between area transitions, it'll be even
better. Great game.. quot;No dream is too big. No challenge is too great. Nothing we want for our future is beyond our reach."

- ♥♥♥♥♥ Trumpet. Welp it is 0.99 tho. Pretty damn fun. It's essentially toejam and earl but with finn and jake :3. THIS IS
WHAT I HEAR IN MY BRAIN EVERYDAY!!!!!!!!!!

Punch Planet Penkura The Garden Pub Alien Grenadier: The Lost Colony Clea Empyrean New, improved stats:
Thanks to feedback from our customers, Choice of Games author Kyle Marquis (Silverworld, Tower Behind the Moon) has
recently updated Empyrean to include a streamlined, more comprehensive stats system—players can now specialize in skills that
were previously opposed, bringing new dimensions to the game and the Actorius universe.
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